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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider diffusions on an abstract Wiener space (B9 H, μ),
B is a separable (real) Banach space with a norm \\ \\B, H is a separable (real)
Hubert space that is densely and continuously imbedded in B with an inner
product < , >jy and a norm | \H=\/<\ > •># and μ is the Wiener measure,
i.e., Borel probability measure with the characteristic function μ given by
LL\aXί — exp \ I / 1 j y j ,
2
where 5* is the dual space of jB, ( , ) is the natural bilinear form on BxB*
and we regard B* as a subspace of H: B*<Ξ:H*—H.
Typical example of a diffusion on the abstract Wiener space is the Orn-
stein-Uhlenbeck process. We denote its generator by —L and call L the Orn-
stein-Uhlenbeck operator. We consider diffusions generated by operators of
the form A=—L+b where b is an H-valued bounded function on B and we
regard b as a vector field on B. Our main aim is to show the existence of in-
variant measures of these diffusions.
By the way, as is well-known, such a diffusion is obtained by the trans-
formation of the drift for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Hence our diffu-
sions are closely related to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. But, a calculus
for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, sometimes called Malliavin's calculus,
was developed by many authors. So our discussion is based on Malliavin's
calculus, especially on the theories of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup and
Sobolev spaces over the abstract Wiener space which were studied by P.A.
Meyer and H. Sugita. In this paper, we mainly follow Sugita [10].
Our strategy to prove the existence of an invariant measure is to solve
the equation A*p=0 where A* is the dual operator of A. First we solve this
equation in finite dimensional case by using the stability of the index. Second-
ly we solve it in infinite dimensional case by limiting procedure. In the second
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step, Gross' logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see [2]) plays an essential role.
Furthermore we discuss the symmetry of the semigroup with respect to
the invariant measure and, denoting the invariant measure by z>, study under
what condition v=μ holds.
Connected to the above problems, E. Nelson [7] and A.N. Kolmogorov
[5] considered the diffusions on a Riemannian manifold. They studied the
diffusion generated by — Δ+δ where Δ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator and
b is a C°° vector field and obtained the necessary and sufficient condition for
the symmetry of the semigroup and for the equality of the invariant measure
and the Riemannian volume. In their studies, de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira's
decomposition of the space of 1 -forms is crusial. In [9], the author obtained
de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira's decomposition on the abstract Wiener space. Hence
in our case, parallel argument can be done.
This paper is organized as follows. In the section 1, we construct the
diffusion by the transformation of the drift and define the associated semi-
group on L2(B, μ). Moreover we decide the domain of the generator. It is
important in order to characterize invariant measures as solutions of A*p=Q.
We prove the existence of an invariant measure in the section 3. We prove it
by two steps; first in finite dimensional case and secondly in infinite dimen-
sional case. In the section 4, we discuss the symmetry of the semigroup.
2. Construction of the diffusion
Let (B, H, μ) be an abstract Wiener space and L be the Ornstein-Uhlen-
beck operator. Let b be an ίf-valued measurable function on B and we as-
sume that b is bounded:
In this section we construct a diffusion on B generated by an operator A=
— L-\-b. Here we regard b as a vector field on B:
where Df is the ίf-derivative of/.
We characterize this diffusion by a martingale formulation. To do this,
we first prepare a space of testing functions as follows; let 3) be a set of all
functions u: B-*R represented as
Φ) = f((x> Φι)> (x> Φύ> •"> (*» Φ»))
for some n&N,f^C%(Rn) and φl9 φ2, •••, φn^B* where B* is the dual space
of B and ( , ) is the natural bilinear form on BxB*. Then for u^3)y Au
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is a bounded function on B. Secondly let W(E) be a set of all continuous
paths w: [0, oo)->J3. We define a metric p on W(E) by
eo J
p(a>, *0 = Σ —
n
 sup
»=ι 2
Then W(5) is a separable complete metric space. We denote by 1B(W(E))
the topological σ-algebra and <Bt(W(B)), t^Q the sub σ-algebra generated by
DEFINITION 2.1. A diffusion generated by an operator A=— L+b is a
family of probability measures {QX}X&B on W(B) satisfying:
( i) forwe.2)
i tAu(ws)ds0
is (^
ί
(W7(β)))-martmgale under Q
x
 for all χ(=B,
(ii) Q,(tθo=x)=l9
(iii) #H> ρ
Λ
(E) is measurable for EtΞ$(W(E)\
(iv) {Q }^ is a strongly Markovian system.
Typical example is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. We can give it
by solving a stochastic differential equation as follows. Let (Wt)t^0 be a B-
valued Wiener process on an auxiliary probability space (Ω, P, £F, (ί?,)) with
the mean 0 and the covariance
(2.1) E*[(Wt, φ) (W,, ψ)] - (ίΛί)<φ, ^>^ for φ, ψe5*eff υ
We may assume that (W^) is canonically realized on W0(B)={w^.W(B)\w0
-0}, i.e., n=W9(B), ff=^(PΓ0(fi)), ^= (^^ (5)) and Wt(v))=wt where
^(ϊΓβ(fi)) and ^(PF0(J5)) are restrictions of -®(PF(£)) and &t(W(B)) to
respectively. We consider the following stochastic differential equation:
(2.2)
Then (2.2) has a unique solution, which we denote by (X(t, x))t^o Let Px
be a law of (-XΓ(ί, Λ;)) on W(E). Then {P^l^c^ is the diffusion generated by
— L called the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
Next we consider the general case A= — L+b. For x&B define a process
1) Ep stands for the expectation with respect to P. In the sequel, we use this convention
without mentioning.
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Mf = exp {('(*(*(*, *)), dW,)-\\'\b(X(*, *))| JΛ}
JO Z JO
where X(s9 x) is the solution of (2.2) and the first term of the exponent in the
right hand side is the stochastic integral (see, e.g., [6]). Under the assump-
tion (B.I), (Mt) is a martingale and then there exists a probability measure
p
χ
 on Ω=WQ(B) such that
pf\3t = M
x
tP\gt for all Z^O
where 1 3t stands for the restriction to 3t. Let Qx be a law of (X(t, x)) under
P
x
. Now the following proposition can be obtained by a standard argument.
Proposition 2.1. {QX}XGB ™ a unique diffusion generated by A=—L+b.Z
Let us define the semigroup {Tt}t^0 associated with A as follows:
(2.3) Ttu(x) = E**[u(wt)] = Ep[u(X(t, Λ)
for tte-SjCB) where 3ib(B) is a set of all bounded Borel measurable functions
on B. It is well-known that {Tt} is actually a semigroup on &b(B) but we have
to extend it to L?(B, μ).
Proposition 2.2. Tt can be extended to a bounded linear operator on
L2(B, μ). Moreover, Writing this extension by Tt also, {Tt}t^Q forms a strongly
continuous semigroup on L2(B, μ).
Proof. We denote the L2-norm by | |2. Then for u^<Bb(B) we have
by the Schwarz inequality and (B.I)
Ttu(xfμ(dX)
B
X exp i\\b(X(s, *)), dW
s
)- Γ I b(X(s, *
Jo Jo
, *)), dW
s
)-±\'\2b(X(s,
Z Jo
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(2b(X(s, *)), dW,)-—\'\2b(X(s, x))\2Hds}]μ(dx).2 Jo
Noting that μ is the invariant measure of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and
(2.4) e*pi26(X(
s
, *)), dW,)- \ 2b(X(s, *
Jo 2
is a martingale, we have
(2.5)
JB
Hence Tt can be extended to L
2(B, μ).
Next we show the strong continuity of Tt. Since a set of all bounded
continuous functions on B is dense in L2(B, μ), it is enough to show that Ttu
-*u in L2(B, μ) as ί->0 for a bounded continuous function u. But T^t/ con-
verges to u pointwise. Hence Ttu-*u in L
2(B, μ) by Lebesgue's dominated
convergence theorem. Q
Hereafter, to the end of the section 3, we consider {Tt} as a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup on L2(B, μ). Let A be an infinitesimal generator of the
semigroup {Tt} in operator theoretical sense. We denote the domain of A
by D(A). Then we have;
Proposition 2.3. 3)^D(A) and Ά=A on
Proof. By the Itό formula, we have for
Ttu(x)-u(x) = Ep[u(X(t, x)
= Ep[(iAu(X(s9 x))Mxsds]Jo
= {'τ,Au(x)ds .
JO
Hence by the Schwarz inequality, we get
\±(Ttu-u)-Au\l=\ \^-\TsAu(x)-Au(x)t JB t Jo
^— ΓJ \T
s
Au(x)-Au(x)\2μ(dx)ds
= —(' \TsAu- Au\22ds.
t JO
Now the rest is easy by the strong continuity of the semigroup. f"Ί
Next we will get the concrete expression of A. To do this, let us review
Sobolev spaces on an abstract Wiener space. (See, e.g., [10] for details. But
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we use different notations.)
For n^:Z+, define a norm | |
 Λ>2 by
M2,= \u\22+\Du\
2
2+-+\D
n
u\22y
where Du, •••, Dnu are //-derivatives of u and, for example, \Du\2 is the norm
of Du: B-+H in L2(B, μ\ if), the space of all square-integrable H- valued func-
tions on B. We denote by Wn'2 the completion of 3) by the norm | |
 Λf2.
Moreover for any separable Hubert space K, we can similarly define a Sobolev
space of J£-valued functions and we denote it by Wn>2(K). We also denote
the dual space of Wn\K) by W~n'2(K) and its norm by | | _
Λ>2.
For UG.W2*2, Lu and Du are well-defined and belong to L%B, μ) and
L\B, μ\ H) respectively. Hence Au(x)~ — Lu(x)+<(]b(x), Du(x)yH is well-defined
Δι
as an element of L2(B, μ). We extend A to W2'2 in this manner. Now by
Proposition 2.3, we easily have
Proposition 2.4. W2'2^D(A) and A=A on W2'2.
Remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of D(Ά)=W2'2. Before
proceeding, we need some results on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Let
{T?~u}t^Q be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup on L2(B, μ) and JΓ0 be the
projection operator to the space of constant functions:
(2.6) /„«(*) = ( u(
x
)μ(dx) .
J B
Then we can define the potential operator G as follows :
(2.7) G = Γ(Γ?-*-/
β
)Λ .
Jo
Moreover G is the bounded linear operator from W"'2 into Wn+2>2 and
(2.8) LG = -id+/0 on W» 2
for n^Z+ where id is the identity mapping.
To show D(A)=W2'2, we need the following Proposition.
Proposition 2.5. The operator A on L2(B, μ) with the domain W2'2 is a
closed operator and moreover λ>||i||l/2 is in the resolvent set of A.
Proof. Take λ>||6||i/2. We first note that λ— A is a bounded linear
operator from W2'2 into W°ί2=L2(B, μ). We shall show that λ— A is bijective
as a mapping from W2'2 into W0'2. To do so, define a bilinear form Φ
Λ
 on
IF1'2 X IF1'2 by
(2.9) Φ
λ
(t/, v) = -M <Du(x), Dv(φffμ(dx)
Z* J B
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-( <J)(x), Du(x)yHv(x)μ(dx)+\\ u(x)v(x)μ(dx).JB JB
Note that if we W2'2 and v e Wl 2 then
L(W, V) = \ (\-A)u(x)v(x)μ(dx) .
J B
It is easy to see that Φ
λ
 is continuous; there exists a positive constant c such
that
(2.10) ΦλK
From the assumption, we can take 0<α<l so that
Then we have
(2.11) Φ
λ
(w, u) = λ-\Du\l—\ <b(x), Du(x)yHu(x)μ(dx)+\\u\l
B
:> \Du\l-\\b\\
m
\Du\2\u\2+\\u\
2
2
= (l-a)\Du\l+(\-\\b\&l(2a))\u\l
>2
1 2 ;
Take any v&L2(B, μ). Note that the linear functional ZOI-M w(x)v(x)μ(dx)
on W1'2 is bounded since
1 1 w(x)v(x)μ(dx)\^\w\2\τ>\2^\w\l>2\v\2.
JB
By (2.10) and (2.11), we can use the Lax-Milgram theorem (see e.g., [11]) and
obtain that there exists we W1'2 such that
(2.12) Φ
Λ
(w, w) = ( v(x)w(x)μ(dx),
J B
Then, for w^L\B, μ)=W° 2, we have that Grtt^W2'2 and hence
ί
v(x)Gw(x)μ(dx)
B
= Φ
λ
(w, Gτo)
= If <Du(x), DGw(x)yHμ(dx)-\ <b(x), Du(x)yBGw(X)μ(dx)Z JB JB
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+λί u(x)Gw(x)μ(dx)JB
= ——ί u(x)LGrt(x)μ(dx)— { <b(x), Du(x)yHGw(x)μ(dx)2 JB JB
+λ\ u(x}Gw(x)μ(dx)
JB
= —I u(x)zΰ(x)μ(dx) 1 u(x)JQzϋ(x)μ(dx)
— { <jb(x\Du(x)yHGw(x)μ(dx)+\{ u(x)Gw(x)μ(dx).JB JB
Hence
(2.13) \u(x)w(x)μ(dx)
B
+1 ( <b(x), Du(x)\G
ΐ0(x)μ(dx) I
J B
where || | 1^-2.2 ^0,2 is the operator norm from W~2>2 into WQ>2. Thus we have
u^W2'2 and (λ—A)u=v which implies that λ—A is surjective. Moreover
it is easy to see that λ—A is injective from (2.11) and hence λ—A is bijective.
Now, by Banach's closed graph theorem, (λ—A)"1 is a bounded linear
operator from W°'2 into IF2*2. Noting that the inclusion W2'2 c-> W°'2 is con-
tinuous, we have that (λ—^ί)"1 is a bounded linear operator from WQ 2 into
W°'2. This implies that λ is in the resolvent set of A. Further λ—A is closed
as a linear operator from W°'2 into W°'2 and hence A is closed. Q
Now we can get a main theorem in this section. We denote the dual
operator of A by A* and its domain by D(A*).
Theorem 2.1. D(A)=W2'2 and hence A=A. Moreover D(A*) c W1'2.
Proof. Take λ>||δ||l/2. Then λ is in the resolvent set of A by Pro-
position 2.4 and also is in the resolvent set of A by (2.5). On the other hand,
from Proposition 2.3, we have A^A and hence (λ—^4)~1c(χ—A)~l. But
(λ—A)"1 and (λ—-A)"1 are defined everywhere on L\B, μ). Therefore we
have (\—A)"1=(\—A)"1 and hence A=A.
Next we show the second assertion. Take any uG;D(A*) and set v—A*u.
Then for
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where < , \ is the inner product of L\B, μ). Then, substituting Gzΰ for to,
we have
<Gw, vy2 = ( (lLGto(*)+<*(*),JB Z
Hence
Now it is easy to see that we IF1*2. This completes the proof. ΓΊ
3. Existence of the invariant measure
In the previous section, we constructed a diffusion {QX}X<=B generated by
A = — L+b. Hence associated transition probabilites are defined by
Λl
(3.1) q(t, x, dy) = QAatedy) .
Especially, for their importance in our discussion, we denote the transition
probabilites of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process by p(t, x, dy) :
(3.2) p(t, x, dy) = P,(iotGdy) .
An invariant measure of the diffusion {QX}X^B is a signed measure v satis-
fying
= f(y)q(t, x, dy)v(dx) =B JB JB
for any/e^(β). Throughout the paper, we always assume that signed meas-
ures are of finite total variation. As is well-known, the Wiener measure μ
is the unique invariant measure of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In this
section we shall show the existence of an invariant measure of {Q
x
} First
of all, we prepare some results on invariant measures.
Lemma 3.1. Let v be an invariant measure and v+, v, be positive part
and negative part of v respectively. Then v+y z/_ are both invariant measures.
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Proof. By the Hahn decomposition, there exist Borel sets B+ and B_
such that B=B+VB_, B+ΠB_=φ, v+( )=v( Γ}B+) and v_( )=— ι/( Γl.β-)
Then we have
)^ β(ί, *, B+)v+(dx)Jβ
<; ί
 y+(ώ;) = v+(5) = KB+) .J B
Hence we have
( q(t, x, B+)v+(dx) = ( v+(dx) .
JB JB
Noting that q(t, x, B+)^,l, we have
f(ί, x, B+) = 1 ι;+-a.e.
and hence
<?(£, Λ:, B_) = 0 z>+-a.e.
Therefore, for any Borel set £,
x, E)v+(dx) = { {q(t, xy EΓ}B+)+q(t, x,
J B
= (q(t,x,EnB+)V+(dx)JB
^ ( q(t,x,EΓ\B+)v(dx)
J B
B
Similarly we have
( q(t, x,
<JB
On the other hand, it holds that
( q(t, x, E)v+(dx)+\ q(t, x, B\E)v+(dx) = p+(B)
J B J B
= v+(E)+V+(B\E) .
Hence we have
( q(t, x, E)v+(dx) = v+(E)
J B
which implies that v+ is an invariant measure. v_ is similar. | |
By the above lemma, it is enough to consider only probability measures
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as invariant measures. First we discuss the uniqueness.
Proposition 3.1. An invariant probability measure that is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to μ, if it exists, is unique. Moreover it is mutually absolutely
continuous with respect to μ.
Proof. Let v be such an invariant measure. We denote the Radon-
Nikodym derivative by p=—. Set
E =
Then we have
1 =
 P(E) = { q(t, x, E)v(dx)^ { v(dx) = v(B) = 1 .
J B J B
Hence
q(t, x, E) = 1 z/-a.e.
Since μ is absolutely continuous with respect to v on E, we have
q(ty xy E) = 1 μ-a.e. on E .
By the way, from the construction of {Q
x
}9 q(ty xy ay) and p(t, x, dy) are mu-
tually absolutely continuous. Therefore
p(t, x, E) = 1 μ-a.e. on E .
Hence we have
μ(E) = p(t, X, E)μ(dx)^ p(t, X, E)μ(dx) = μ(dx)
JB JE JE
Thus we have
p(t, x, E) = \E(x) μ-z.e.
which implies T?~U1E=1E where T°~
u
 is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup.
This is equivalent to Ll^-^0. By the way, the kernel of L is the space of all
constant functions. Hence we have 1E=1 μ-a.e., i.e., μ(E)=l. Thus v and
μ are mutually absolutely continuous.
The first assertion follows from the above fact. In fact, assume that vl
and z>2 be two invariant probability measures. Then, by Lemma 3.1, (vι—v2)+
and (v1 — z/2)- are both invariant measures and each of them, if it is not equal to
0, is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to μ. But (v
λ
— z/2)+ and
(vl— v2)~ are mutually singular. Hence one of them is equal to 0 which leads
to vl=vz. Π
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REMARK. The above proposition show that the uniqueness holds if we
restrict ourselves to probability measures that are absolutely continuous with
respect to μ. Hence in finite dimensional case, we can show the uniqueness.
But in infinite dimensional case, we could not exclude the possibility of the
existence of singular invariant measures. Difficulty lies on the fact that tran-
sition probabilities are singular with respect to μ. We can only say that as-
suming the smoothness of ft, the uniqueness holds in the scope of generalized
Wiener functionals by the hypoellipticity (see e.g., [9]). But probability meas-
ures do not belong to the space of generalized Wiener functionals in general.
Now we proceed to the existence of an invariant measure. To do this, we
characterize invariant measures as follows.
Proposition 3.2. Let v be a signed measure that is absolutely continuous
with respect to μ. We assume that the Radon-Nikodym derivative p=— belongs
dμ
to L2(B, μ). Then, the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) v is an invariant measure,
(ii)
(iii) p<=D(A*)andA*p=0.
Proof. Equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is clear. We first show the implica-
tion (i)=^>(ii). Assume that v is an invariant measure. Then for any
we have
ί Ttφ(x)f>(x)μ(dx) = ( φ(X)p(X)μ(dx) .JB JB
By noting that
Ttφ—φ =
we have
Hence
Γ<ΪV4φ, p\ds = 0 .
Jo
<Aφ, p>2 = lim If <Γ^ίφ, p>2ds = 0 .
* >o £ Jo
Secondly we show the implication (ii)==>(i). Under the assumption (ii),
we have for any we PF2'2,
Au(x)p(x)μ(dx) = 0.
IB
Hence for
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Ttφ(x)v(dx)-\ φ(x)V(dx) = <Ttφ, p>2-<φ, p>2JB
= [<AT
s
φ, p\ds = 0 .
Jo
This implies that v is an invariant measure. Π
In the remainder of this section, we will establish the existence of the solu-
tion to (iii) in Proposition 3.2. First we consider the finite dimensional case.
Assume B—Rn and
Then (Λn, μ
n
) is a finite dimensional abstract Wiener space. In this case, c.o.n.s.
in L2(/2n, μ
n
) is constructed as follows. Let HkJ k&Z+be Hermite polynomials:
(3.3) Hk(ξ) = (=1£ effi ^  e-?<* ξ^R .
For a multi-index a=(aly a^, •••, an)^Z"+, we define Ha: Rn->R by
(3.4) H
a
(x] = H
aι
(J)H
a2(x*) - Hβu(xn)9 x - (^  #, -,
Then {\/άΪH
β
; a^Zl}2) forms a c.o.n.s. in L\Rn, μ
n
). Setting h
a
=\/a\H
a
, it
holds that
(3.5) <«,*>, = Σ<«, *.Xf, *Λ.
βez^
On the other hand, it is well-known that h
a
 is an eigenfunction of L for an eigen-
value — l^ l^ — (tfι+#2+ ••• +#„) and an inner product in W1'2 is given by
(3.6) <κ, ϋ>lf2 - 23 <iί, ha>2<v, ha\+ Σ\a\
βez .^ βez .^
Of course, this inner product defines a norm | 1 1,2:
(3.7) M?.2= |tt | !+|i>M|i = <tf,
(see e.g., [8]).
Proposition 3.3. Assume that B=R" and
(3.8)
Then there exists a non-trivial element ρ^D(A*) such that A*ρ=Q.
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Proof. Take l(=N so that /^8||6||i+l and set K=~+\\b\\L Define a8
bounded operator A: W2t2-^L2(Rn, μ
n
) by
(3.9) Au(x) = Lu(x)+<b(X), Du(φff- Σ K<u, ha>ha(X)Δ
and a bilinear form Φ: Wl 2X W^-^R by
(3.10) Φ(uy v) =
Then, for weH^2'2, vtΞϊW1'2, it holds that
Φ(w, v) = — <Au, v\ .
It is easy to see that there exists a constant £>0 such that
(3.11)
Moreover we have
(3.12) Φ(«, «)
*), /M*)>ίM )^- I *(*) I
Σ /«:<«, A
β
>i
= 4- Σ !«!<«, ^>i-llδ||L Σ <«, A
β
>i+ Σ ^ w,
4 βez*$. βez% βeZ .^
= Σ !«!<«, A
β
>!+ Σ ( - l β l +κ-\\b\\l)<u,
^yJ]|α|<«,^>i+-^Σ<a
= 4-l«lϊ.*
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By the way, for any v^L2(Rn, μ
n
), a linear functional wι-» —<X
bounded and hence, by the Lax-Milgram theorem, there exists
on WltZ is
so that
Therefore, by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we have
that w^W2'2 and Aw=v. Hence A is surjective and moreover injective by
(3.12). Thus A is a Fredholm operator with the index 0.
Note that
is a compact operator. Hence, by the stability of the index for Fredholm
operators, we have that A is a Fredholm operator with the index 0. But dim
Ker(^4)^l because .41=0 where 1 is the function identically equal to 1. Hence
codim Im(^4)=dim Ker(^4)^l which implies the existence of p such that A*ρ
=o. π
Now we proceed to the infinite dimensional case. We will show the exist-
ence in this case by limitting procedure. To this end, take a sequence fe}, «ι
ciB*c:H such that {#,-} forms a c.o.n.s. in H. Set
MX) = <b(x), eϊ>H
then we have
b(x) = iτiH.
For n^N, let H
n
 be a linear span of {ely e2, •••, en}, H^ be its orthogonal com-
plement in H and B
n
 be a closure of H^ in B. Then
B = H
n
@B
n
 (direct sum).
We denote the projection to H
n
 and B
n
 by π
n
 and πt respectively. By the
above decomposition, writing as
it holds that
, ξ = (ξl9 & -, f.)
l
. Clearly (B
ny Hϊ, μϊ) is an abstractwhere μt is the image measure μo(
Wiener space.
Further we define projection operator π
n
 : L2(B, μ) -+L2(By μ) by
J nu(Σ (x, ei)ei+y)μn(dy).B~ » = 1
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It is easy to see that π
n
 is actually a projection operator and π
n
->id strongly
as w — > oo . Define
b
n
(χ) = ΣJ π
n
fi(x)ei
i = l
and
A. = ±L+b
n
 .
Then ||6JU^||i||..A-*δ in L2(B,
 μ; H) as H->OO and moreover for ufΞW2'2,
A
n
u-*Au in L2(B, μ) as w->oo.
For the proof in infinite dimensional case, the following Gross' logarithmic
Sobolev inequality is essential (see L. Gross [2]). For u&W1'2,
(3.13) ( *<*)2log I «(*) I μ(d*> ^  \ I Du(x) \ 2ffμ(dx)+ \u\22log\u\2.JB JB
Using this inequality, we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let {#„}»= i be a sequence in W1'2 such that {Du
n
} is a
bounded sequence in L2(B, μ H) and u
n
 converges in probability to u where u is
a Borel measurable function which is finite a.e. Then u^L\By μ) and un-*u
in L?(B, μ) as n->o°.
Proof. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that u
n
-*u
a.e. It is well-known (see, e.g., [8], [10]) that
(3.14) \B{u.(*)-\u,(y)μ(dy)} V(AO ϊS \B I Dua(X) I \μ(dx) .
We shall show that {I u
n
(y)μ(dy)}
n
~ι is bounded. Otherwise, there exists
JB
a subsequence {u
n
'} such that
I \ u
n
,(y)μ(dy) \->oo as n'^> oo .
JB
Hence by Fatou's lemma, we have
oo = I lim{u
n
,(x)-\ u
n
,(y)μ(dx)}2μ(dx)
J B w^00 J B
^ liml {u
n
,(x)—\ u
n
'(y)μ(dy)}2μ(dx)
n'+°*JB JB
which contradicts (3.14). Thus {I u
n
(y)μ(dy)} is bounded and hence {u
n
} is
JB
bounded in L2(B, μ). Then by Gross' logarithmic Sobolev inequality, we
have
x)+ |«,|i log |tt. I, .
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Since the right hand side is bounded in n, {ul} is uniformly integrable. Now
it is easy to see that u
n
-*u in L2(B, μ). Π
Now we can prove the infinite dimensional case.
Proposition 3.5. There exists a non-trivial element p^D(A*)t^Wlt2
such that A*p=Q.
Proof. Let b
n
, A
n
 be as above. Then, by Proposition 3.3, there exists
p
n
<=D(A*) such that A*ρ
n
=Q. By Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.1 we
may assume that p
Λ
^0, p
n
 e W1*2 and I p
n
(x)2μ(dx)=l. Moreover, since A%p
n
v B
=0 we get
o = -</>„, A*Pny2
= ±-\<Dp
n
(x), DPn(X»sμ(dx)- \<bn(x), Dpa(x)>Hpa(x)μ(dx) .
Hence
\Dpn\l = t <F>p
a
(x), Dp
n
(x)yHμ(dx)JB
g2\\f>
n
\\-\Dp.\*\P.\,£2\\b\\.\Dp.\t\pu\
Thus we have
(3.15)
Furthermore, since {p
n
} is bounded in L2(B, μ), there exists a subsequence
{p
n
'} which converges weakly in L\By μ). Denoting a weak limit of {/v} by
p, we shall show that p=t=0. In fact, if p=0, then
0 = lim <pM/, 1B> = liml pn>(x)μ(dx)
n'-+<*> n'-ϊ<*»JB
and noting that p
Λ
^0, we have p
Λ
-»0 in L\B, μ). Hence p
n
~»0 in probability.
Combining this with (3.15), we can use Proposition 3.4 and have that p
Λ
— >0
strongly in L2(B, μ) which contradicts |pJ2— 1 Therefore we have that
PΦO. Moreover, for any
<Auy p>2 = lim <-4Λ/ί/, /v>2 = 0
W/->00
since A
n
w-*Au strongly in L2(B, μ). Thus A*p=Q.
The inclusion D(A^)^W1'2 is proved in Theorem 2.1.
Now we have established the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique invariant probability measure v vϋhich
is absolutely continuous zΰith respect to μ. Moreover, v and μ are mutually ab-
solutely continuous and the Radon-Nikodym derivative p=— belongs to W1'2.
dμ
4. Symmetry of the semigroup
In this section, we discuss the symmetry of the semigroup. Let nota-
tions be same as before. We denote by v an invariant measure of the diffusion
{Q
x
} which was guaranteed in Theorem 3.1. We also denote by p=— the
dμ
Radon-Nikodym derivative. Then the semigroup is called symmetric with
respect to v if
(4.1) \Ttf(X)g(x}v(dX) = \f(X)Ttg(X)v(dx) for /, ge<Bt(B).
We want to know whether the semigroup {Tt} is symmetric with respect to
v or not.
Before answering this question, we consider another diffusion {Qx}
x
^B
generated by A'——L-\-b\ V being a bounded vector field. We denote by
{T't}> v' and p the semigroup, the invariant measure and its Radon-Nikodym
derivative associated with the diffusion {Q'
x
} respectively.
Also, let us review differential forms on an abstract Wiener space (see [9]
for details). Let Jl-Cfa(H\ K) be a set of all w-linear functionals on Hx ••• XH
It
which are alternative and of Hubert-Schmidt class. We regard an element
of Wl\JlX$)(H , R)) as an //-form on B and we denote the exterior derivative
and its dual operator by d and J* respectively. Then we have the following.
Theorem 4.1.
(i) v=v' if and only if there exists β e Wl>\Jl£fa(H\ R)) such that
(4.2) p(b-b'} = d*β .
(ii) It holds that for /,
(4.3)
if and only if logpGΞ W1-2 and b+b'=D log p.
Proof. First we show (i). Assume v=v'. Then for we Pf72*2, we have
0 - \Au(X)p(x)μ,(dX} = \A'u(X)p(X)μ,(dx)
and
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{ j(—Lu(x)+(b(x), Du(x)yff)p(x)μ(dx)B 2
= \ (!£«(*)+<*'(*), zM*)>*)p(*)M«fe)J B L
Hence, since D=d in this case, we obtain
This implies that d*(p(b— ό'))=0. Therefore, by de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira's
decomposition (see [9]), there exists β^WίΛ(Jl£(l)(H , R)) such that
p(ό-έ') = d*β .
Conversely, if p(b-b')=d*β for some βe W^ ^JLC^H; R)), then
D*p(b-b') = D*d*β = d*d*β = 0 .
Hence for MS W2-*, we have
- <p(X)(b(X)-b'(X)),Du(X) >Hμ(dX)
J B
= ( D*p(b-b') (X)u(x)μ(dx)
B
Hence (A')*p=Q and by the uniquencess of the invariant measure, we have
P=p'
Next we show (ii). Assume (4.3). Then for uyv^ίD, we have
= <pu, T'tv-v\
and
Letting ί-*0, we get
(4.4)
On the other hand, since A*p=Q, we have
, > = 0 .
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But it holds that
A(uv) (x) = Au(x)v(x}+u(x)Av(x)+φu(x), Dv(x)
Hence we have
<Au, pί>>2+<P«, ^ >2+<p, <Du, Dvya\ = 0 .
Combining this with (4.4), we have
0 = <pw, A'v>2+<pu, Avϊi+ζp, <Du, Dv\y2
n
Then
= <pw,
= -<D(pu), Dvy2+<pu, <b+b', Dv\y2+<p, φu,
= -<«, <Z)P) Dv>H\-<^ <Du, Dv\
Since )^ is dense in L\B, μ), we get
<Z>p, Z)»>ff = p<b+b', Dv>H .
Taking v(x)—(x, e) for eeB*ζiH,vfe have
<0p(*), e>f = p(*K6(*)+*'(*), β>, a.e.
Hence
Dp = p(6+ft') .
Now for n^N, set
Hence |J5/,|2^l|δ+δΊI« and/»-^logp a.e. as n-*oo. By Proposition 3.4, we
have that logp^ W1'2 and D logp^i+6'.
Next we show the converse. By pursueing above argument conversely,
we get, for u^^S)^
(4.5) <Au,
 Pvy2 =
But it is easy to see that (4.5) holds for u^W2'2 and v^S). Hence, noting
that 7>e W2'2 for u^<£, we have for u,v
(4.6)
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Similarly (4.6) holds for u^S) and v&W2-2. Therefore for u, v<=3), it holds
that
Now for uy vG*D, define
g(s) = <rf_A P7
Differentiating with respect to s, we have
g'(s) = -<AT(_3u, pΓ
Hence we get£(ί)=£(0), i.e.,
This completes the proof. Π
Now we can answer the problem of symmetry. We consider a diffu-
sion {QX}X<=B generated by A—— L+b. As before, v(dx)=p(x)μ(dx) denotes
the invariant measure.
Theorem 4.2.
(i) v=μ if and only if there exists β<= Wl 2(JLC&(H; R)) such that
(4.7) b = d*β.
(ii) {Tt} is symmetric with respect to v if and only if there exists f^W1'2 such
that
b = Df.
Moreover, in that case, it holds that
p = ce2f
where c is a normalizing constant (f has an ambiguity up to constant).
For the proof, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let f be an element of W1'2 such that Of is essentially bounded.
Then ef e W1-2 and Def=efDf.
Proof. Define a C°° function φ: R-»R so that
ξ f ^O
1 ξ^l
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and for neN, φ
n
(ξ)=n+φ(ξ—n). Set
/.(*) = *.(/(*))
Then /
β
(Ξ WIΛ and
Df
n
 = φ'
a
(f(
x
))Df(X).
Hence Df
n> n^N are essentially bounded and
Moreover set
u
n
 = ^
/n
where £
n
 is chosen so that |wJ2— 1 Then un^Wlt2 and
Du
n
 = u
n
Df
n
 .
Hence
On the other hand, since c
n
 is clearly non-increasing, setting c=limc
n
, we have
»-><»
Z/M(Λ;) -* α?/(x) a.e.
Thus we can use Proposition 3.4 and obtain that cef^L2(B, μ) and u
n
-*ce
f
 in
L\B, μ). We will show cΦO. If not, then w
w
-»0 in L2(.B, ^). But this con-
tradict \u
n
\2=l. Thus £ΦO and e
f
 ^L\B, μ). Moreover, it is not difficult to
see that ef e IF1'2 and Def=efDf. Π
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (i) is easily obtained from Theorem 3.1 (i). We
will show (ii). The sufficiency is also easily obtained from Theorem 3.1 (ii).
To show the necessity, set
Then, by lemma 4.1, /5e Wl 2 and
Dβ
Hence, for we W2Λ,
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= 0.
Thus A*β=Q. Hence, by the uniqueness of the invariant measure, we have
p=cβ for some constant £>0. Now the rest is easy. Π
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